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Laurent Mignon
University of Oxford

 The Transformative Power of the Literary Text

Thank you for inviting me and giving me the opportunity to share a 
few thoughts in this setting. As I was reflecting on the overall set of 
problems – if I were to speak in French, I would speak of a probléma-
tique – that we are meant to discuss in the context of our workshop 
today and tomorrow, namely, on the one hand the fact that the logic 
of the nation-state has been imposed on the study of the post Otto-
man-world, and, on the other hand, the need for greater interdisci-
plinarity that bridges the gaps between the humanities and the social 
sciences, which is a more general problem within academia, I remem-
bered a novel and a novelist that in many ways could be a good start-
ing point for a discussion on those topics: Zafer Hanım and her novel 
Aşk-ı Vatan (Love of the homeland). As most of you will know, this 
is the first novel in Ottoman Turkish published by a woman, around 
1878. However, we know little about the author. Quite characteristi-
cally Mehmet Zihni Efendi’s (1846 – 1913) bibliographical dictionary 
Meşahirü’n-Nisa (Famous Women, 1877 – 1879), defines her via a de-
scription of her male relatives.

Even more significantly Mehmet Zihni Efendi suggests that her nov-
el was a »reported translation«. This is an early example of the ob-
session with authenticity that would characterize Turkish language 
literary criticism for decades to come. More importantly, however, 
this criticism was directed here at a woman. From Zafer Hanım to 
Latife Tekin, accusations related to a lack of originality have often 
been directed at women by male critics and they were often a way of 
circumventing the radicalism of their texts – a radicalism in terms of 
literary innovation, but also in terms of their politics.

In the case of Zafer Hanım, we encounter a slave narrative, one of 
the significant genres of the Ottoman Turkish novel. A slave narra-
tive, however, that was quite out of the ordinary, since it ended with 
the successful escape of Gülbeyaz, the enslaved girl. Even though the 
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narrator reports that Gülbeyaz was in the »happiest state a slave could 
be in,« Gülbeyaz did not accept her status as a slave and she rebelled.

In other words, neither the prophetic teachings concerning benevo-
lence towards slaves, nor those concerning manumission were at the 
heart of this narrative, unlike in those of male authors who engaged 
with the topic. Indeed, Zafer Hanım stressed the incompatibility of 
slavery with human dignity.

The novel fits also within another nineteenth century Ottoman 
Turkish literary fashion: the passion for Spain, usually Islamic, but 
in Zafer Hanım’s case contemporary. For us today, this is the oppor-
tunity to remember that Spanish, in its Jewish variety, was one of 
the literary languages of the Ottoman realms and that Jewish Studies 
should be on the list of the academic fields that need to be part of our 
cross-disciplinary conversation.

From the history of Ladino literature comes a very important teach-
ing: Indeed, the popularity of the romanso, the Judeo-Spanish no-
vella, among the female readership (or audience perhaps, but that is 
another debate) in the nineteenth century, forced the Jewish religious 
authorities to start taking women seriously and to write for them, and 
also to write having them in mind. This was a tremendous change.
And, thus I will conclude here: Both Zafer Hanım and the Judeo-Span-
ish female readership, in other words, women as authors and women 
as readers, teach us an important lesson: We should not underesti-
mate the transformative power of the literary text and its ability to 
spread a liberationist discourse.
Thank you.




